
 

STATEWIDE MEETING: QUESTION/ANSWER 

When we click on NIBRS in our RMS Tac10 system for OWI reports, it always says warning but when I go 

into ICRIME system it shows clear. It is very confusing and aggravating. I’m think this is a vendor issue.  

Yes, this is a vendor issue. Some programs provide various messages that help trigger the user to review 

information. If it is not a standard warning or error message for NIBRS purposes, this may be an RMS 

specific message when certain data is entered.  

 

 

Does the FBI plan on eventually adding a new unit of measure code for THC vape pens? Our agency has 

so many that we are constantly having to clear the DU warnings in ICRIME.  

We use liquid measurements for vapes.  

No, there are no plans to add/adjust this measurement type currently. All marijuana in a different form, 

other than a leafy substance or plant (gummies, wax, vape, oil, etc.), should be denoted as Dosage Unit- 

DU.  

 

 

Can you provide a link to the SharePoint site?  

Iowa - UCR - Home (sharepoint.com) 

 

 

If you make corrections in the ICRIME Test, rather than through RMS, how do you transfer that to ICRIME 

Production? Do we need to correct in RMS first, as we have always done?  

Option 1) If you have a process that you have always done that is working, please don’t change that 

process.  

Option 2) If you notice that modifications are not being uploaded to ICRIME, we recommend making 

adjustments/modifications in ICRIME Production only. Since the two systems do not speak to each other, 

we recommend completing the adjustments in our live site- ICRIME Production.  

 

 

Is this the same FBI training (3-Day NIBRS Training), they have held in the past?  

Yes, this is the same training. If it has been several years since you attended this course, we recommend 

that you attend again as it is a good refresher. The discussions and points that are made throughout the 

training are specific to current trends being seen which may be helpful.  

https://iowadps.sharepoint.com/sites/Iowa-UCR

